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“Dragon Cavalry Forbidden Army, let all of them come to see me!”

Levi ordered again.

Shortly after.

All the dragoons came.

After getting Levi’s task arrangement, they left one after another, not knowing
what to do.

Zhu Que and the others looked at Levi curiously: “Boss, what exactly did you
arrange for them?”

“You will know this at the time. It’s kept secret for now!”

Levi smiled.

“It’s too difficult for the boss to want to rob the Sun Stone for the third time.
Richard must use all his strength to look after him.”

“Yeah, over and over again, not over and over again, let alone Richard?”

“Boss what shall we do this time?”

Everyone looked worried.

Levi smiled and said, “It’s okay, you can just wait and see when the time comes!”



…

Evil door!

It is really rare to succeed twice in the laboratory of the gods.

For the second time, the laboratory of the gods suffered such a heavy loss.

In Morendam’s Rex, Jimson and others were completely dumbfounded.

Not to mention the loss of this wave.

That is, the money they use to mine the phone bill is astronomical.

The cost of these two mining operations was too great.

But all the sun stones were robbed.

They fetched a basket of water for nothing.

“I don’t believe it, this sun stone can’t be shipped back?”

Jimson didn’t believe in evil anymore.

I haven’t slept well these days.

After finally squinting for a while, I dreamed of Levi…

Dreaming that Levi is still alive!

He did everything!

“Uncle Rex, I think there is a possibility that I can tell Mr. Richard!”

Jimson said.



Rex was taken aback: “Huh? That possibility?”

“I think Levi is still alive! He did all of this! I can dream of him after taking a nap in
the past two days, and he did it in my dream!”

Jimson said very positively.

His hunch is getting stronger and stronger.

“puff!”

Hearing that, let alone Rex, even the four young Lords almost laughed when they
heard it.

Can it be like this?

Rex was directly angry: “Jimson, you are crazy! You are really scared by Levi! I
didn’t expect a dead person to give you such a big shadow!”

“not me…”

Jimson wanted to explain, so he was interrupted by Rex: “Nonsense! Now no
one in the world knows that Levi is dying, even the body is dissolved! You know
this too? How could he be alive?”

“I…”

For a while, Jimson was speechless.

“But my hunch is very strong, I feel that Levi is still alive! He often appears in my
dreams, I feel…”

“Okay, don’t feel it! If you continue like this, I’m sure you will be crazy! If you don’t
want to stay, I can send someone to take you back!”

Rex was already furious.



“That’s not true! But I feel like I can talk to Mr. Richard…”

Rex glared at Jimson fiercely: “Enough! You still don’t feel ashamed enough, do
you want to be ashamed to go to Mr. Richard?”

In this way, Jimson did not tell Richard about this.

If told.

Richard, who is suspicious by nature, may investigate from the beginning…

But now he has forgotten Levi.

Who will remember a dead person?

“Enough, let me stare at the mining! Mr. Richard is going to mine for five days
this time!”

“First, the amount mined in five days is huge, even if the opponent wants to rob
it, it won’t be so easy.”

“Second, five days are enough for Mr. Richard to arrange the most perfect plan.
It’s not like an accident like the second time!”

Rex received the order again to continue mining.

This time Richard wanted to see everything that took five days to arrange. How
did the other party break it?

How to rob the Sun Stone again?

Five days passed in a hurry…
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These five days have exhausted everyone in the six major sunstone producing
areas!

Since entering the station, it hasn’t been idle for a day.

It was mining for three days at first, mining for the next day, and mining for five
days…

After nine consecutive days of high-intensity work, his body couldn’t stand it.

Even the Lords who protect the production area, they can’t stand it.

It’s not the body, but the will and the spirit is a little broken.

In addition, all the sunstones mined in the first two batches were robbed.

Everyone’s mental pressure is very great.

Almost no one has ever rested, even sleeping is a problem.

Even Rex, Jimson and the others did not close their eyes and kept staring.

All personnel in the six major sunstone producing areas are exhausted to the
extreme.

Some people even fainted during work.

All areas showed a state of extreme fatigue.

Jimson yawned: “Why are you so tired? I can’t hold on anymore!”

“Yeah, I don’t know what’s going on, I feel so tired? What’s wrong?”

The Four Great Young Lords are also in the same state.

“Something is wrong, why are everyone listless?”



Qin Shao found something was wrong.

There is an indescribable weird feeling.

There seems to be a problem.

“Can you be energetic? Who can bear such high-intensity work?”

“Yes, for nine days in a row, it’s weird if you can’t be sleepy. I can’t bear it long
ago!”

…

After listening to what other people have said.

Qin Shao felt that there was no problem.

It is true that nine days of high-intensity work is terrible.

Enough to make everyone collapse.

…

“It doesn’t seem to work, this kind of high-strength is too useless! You have to
use some laboratory enhancement agents to use it!”

Rex also found a problem, and must use special medicine to strengthen his
physical strength and mental will.

He yawned and commanded Sunstone to load the truck.

Even the people loading the truck are extremely exhausted.

It could have installed all the sun stones in one hour, but it took three hours.

It shows how tired everyone is.



The transportation team starts to set off…

Richard is ready for everything!

Whether it’s the transportation team, or everything along the way, there are also
support teams.

All to the point of perfection.

Especially after learning from the previous experience.

Richard spent a full five days doing more meticulous work. The additional Lords,
various machines and resources and money he sent out were ten times the
previous one.

And Richard led the Lords of the Gods’ Laboratory to sit in the sea in person.

Richard didn’t believe it.

Can the goods be robbed this time?

This is impossible!

In addition, the Fire Cloud Cthulhu and his Black Sun organization also agreed to
assist.

Either do it directly or help Richard find clues…

Richard and they have everything ready.

Waiting for the mysterious forces to take action.

Soon after, the transportation team arrived at the seaport.

After loading the cargo ship easily, set off and headed to the war eagle country.



The eyes of the whole world gathered again, and everyone’s breathing became
sharp.

Will the mysterious forces make a third move?

Will it be successful after a shot?

After all, everyone knew that Richard had arranged everything.

“Okay, let’s start, all groups pay attention! Be vigilant and contact at any time!
Report once every three minutes!”

Richard started everything.

The transportation team sailed on the sea.

One hour.

Safety.

Two hours.

Safety.

…

Time goes by.

Seven hours passed.

It’s all safe.

But at this time, Richard became more vigilant.

Because the first two shots probably started from this time period…



“Improve concentration! They should do it!”

…

Eight hours.

It is still safe.

Nine hours.

…

Twelve hours.

“Huh? It’s not right! Are they still not taking action?”

Richard began to wonder.

This has passed the first two times.
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Why still no one shot.

Not even the slightest fluctuation was detected in every area he arranged.

This is not normal.

The first two shots were taken after the transportation team sailed for seven or
eight hours.



That is the best time.

But now this time has long missed the best time.

According to the speed of the transport team, the agreed location will be reached
in a few hours.

At that time, it was already within the scope of the War Eagle Country.

In any case, it will not be robbed.

“Mr. Richard, did you say that the other party was afraid? After all, we are in such
a big posture! Who is not afraid when they meet?”

“Yes! This time I guess the other party expected that it would be impossible to
succeed! So just gave up?”

“It’s very possible! If the other party wants to make a move, he has already made
a move! It won’t be delayed until now!”

…

In fact, what everyone said makes sense, and Richard thinks so.

“But for us, every second is dangerous! Everyone should be vigilant and not
ignore every second!”

Richard still ordered the ministries to stare.

The Huoyun Cthulhu also sent back news in real time.

They did not find anything.

Somewhere outside of Morendam.

Levi was with Zhuque and them.



Everyone looked at Levi in amazement.

Levi was drinking tea with a relaxed expression.

“Boss, are you sure you don’t need us to take action? How long will the Sun
Stone be transported to the Warhawks? Are you sure we won’t take action?”

“Yeah, the boss, let us take action? In another four hours, everything is too late!”

“Yes, boss, we can’t give up!”

…

At first everyone thought Levi had some earth-shattering plans.

Unexpectedly, Levi stayed still.

Seeing that the sun stone is about to be transported to the war eagle country.

Levi was still drinking tea leisurely without panic at all.

What is he waiting for?

Everyone is anxious.

Anxiously sweating.

Levi looked up at everyone, “No one can act without my order!”

“But the boss…”

“Shut up! Listen to the boss’ orders!”

Wesley, Ron scolded.



Suzaku also coldly shouted, “Richard has already set up a net for the sky and the
earth. Who of you can break into it?”

Everyone was silent.

Stop talking.

…

Everyone on Richard’s side is highly focused and staring at all times.

But the mysterious forces do not appear to live or die.

Richard was helpless.

Time is disappearing a little bit.

The sky is gradually getting brighter.

But the person still didn’t show up.

Time continues to pass.

Six hours passed.

The mysterious forces did not take action.

The transportation team entered the waters of the Eagle Nation without any risk.

Completely reunited with the team led by Richard himself.

Looking at the intact transport team in front of him, Richard was in a daze.

Is this true or false?

Isn’t it a dream?



Really shipped back? ? ?

Not just him, everyone has such doubts.

This is not normal!

It’s like a fucking dream!

That group of people didn’t even do it?

It’s not just their doubts, this is the doubts of the whole world.

Everyone is looking forward to an unprecedented battle.

Morendam is looking forward to the mysterious forces once again to block the
Lab of the Gods.

But they didn’t even do it anymore and chose to give up.

Finally, let the Gods Lab transport the Sun Stone away.

“After all, the Lab of the Gods is amazing, and finally this mysterious force was
suppressed!”

“Counseled! They were counseled in the end! The Lab of the Gods is so strong!
Once it is true, those people will not dare!”

…

Richard didn’t know why he was a little lost.

He hoped that the other party could make a move.

This will be interesting.

“Forget it, transport all the sun stones into the base!”



He was disappointed.

After preparing for a long time, the other party is actually scared?
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This is not too challenging!

keep going!

What’s wrong?

Richard is the one who most wants to catch the mysterious forces in one go!

He is looking forward to a positive contest.

such a pity.

These people didn’t dare to show up afterwards!

Richard shook his head helplessly.

“Let’s go, follow me to see the Sun Stone!”

Richard wants to check the sun stone that came in.

“it is good!”

Everyone followed.

This time it took five days to mine, and the amount is really not small.

A base is packed full.

“open to take a look!”



“Pay attention to protection!”

Richard ordered.

Everyone present was wearing protective clothing.

Richard also wore a special mech.

I was afraid that the energy of the sun stone would hurt…

The subordinates opened a box, and everyone backed vigilantly.

“Ok?”

But when the box was opened, everyone was taken aback.

Because everyone didn’t feel the terrible energy fluctuations.

In the past, even a small piece of sun stone had super strong energy radiation.

What’s more, it’s normal for a box of sunstones to overturn people with its power.

But now there is no energy fluctuation at all.

unusual!

“what happened?”

Richard leaned forward to look.

When he saw the scene inside the box, Richard’s face changed wildly.

A face becomes red and bloodshot at a speed visible to the naked eye.

“This, this, this…”



Richard was going crazy, because the box in the box was not a sun stone at all.

Not even half a piece!

The box is full of stones, ordinary stones!

“boom!!!”

At this moment, Richard’s blood pressure rose rapidly.

The eyes turned black and almost fainted.

After other people saw it, it was the same, almost not scared to death.

“No way?”

A bad premonition spread in the hearts of everyone.

If that happens.

That is the most terrible.

“Open the other boxes! All the boxes! Open them all!”

Richard yelled like crazy.

The subordinates went to open other boxes to check.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

One box after another opened, and all the ordinary stones fell out of it.



all!!!

There is no sun stone at all!

“Neither!”

“Neither here!”

“nor!”

…

The boxes were opened one after another, all of which were ordinary stones.

Where’s the sun stone?

Where did you go?

Accompanied by the boxes being opened one by one.

Everyone’s heart sank to the bottom.

There is no sun stone.

Not a single box!

Where is the sun stone?

“No? Did we make a mistake? What if this is the sun stone? It’s wrapped in it!”

Someone said.

“Crack!”

It’s just that someone grabbed a stone and crushed it instantly, without energy.



Another piece is still the same.

…

This assumption is not true.

“Is it possible that the installation is wrong? Or the energy of the sun stone has
escaped during transportation?”

…

Everyone put forward a lot of hypotheses.

At this time Richard’s voice sounded: “There is no need to discuss and guess!
They still shot!”

Richard’s body trembled violently.

He looked mad.

“hateful!!!”

“They still shot!”

“They actually did it!!!”

…

Richard shouted like crazy.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Looked at Richard in a daze!

It was originally not a mysterious force, and did not make a move.



They had already taken action and robbed the Sun Stone secretly.

It’s just that they don’t know.

The mysterious forces deceived the laboratory of the gods and deceived the
whole world!

When the whole world thought they were counseled, they did not expect that they
would have successfully robbed the Sun Stone long ago.

It’s just that everyone is still waiting.

The Lab of the Gods also arranged a network of heaven and earth, waiting for
the mysterious forces to take action.

Where did I know that the Sun Stone was tuned long ago…

But how did the sun stone be transferred away?
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It is absolutely impossible to adjust the package on the way.

Richard didn’t say anything about the arrangement but still stared at it all the
time.

There can be no trace of loopholes.

What’s more, the five-day mining volume is too huge, and it is impossible to
adjust the contract.



Then only when the seaport transportation team is loading the ship…

Not right!

At that time, Richard had sent a powerful transportation team, staring at it, and
there was no possibility of problems.

How can it be possible to adjust so many sunstones?

That can only be…

Mining the source of contracting…

The ones installed in the six major producing areas were not sun stones at all,
but ordinary stones.

In addition, the transportation device of the transportation team is to isolate
energy fluctuations.

So no one knows whether it is an ordinary stone or a sunstone.

All this was done by Levi who arranged the Dragon Cavalry Forbidden Army to
do it.

During these hours, Levi knew all about the six major producing areas.

Even meticulously, everyone knows what sleeping habits are.

Dragon Cavalry Forbidden Army sneaked into it early.

The original nine days of uninterrupted high-intensity work put all those involved
in mining in a very exhausted state.

The Dragoons have the opportunity to sneak in.

Not only that, the Dragoons also secretly moved their hands and feet.



Levi learned almost all the abilities of the evil god of poison.

It is not a problem to develop a medicine that can cause coma and
hallucinations.

The Dragon Cavalry Forbidden Army used this medicine in the six major
producing areas, and the invisible gas produced was permeated.

All people have increased fatigue, listlessness, and even hallucinations.

The medicine developed by Levi will not leave any traces afterwards.

Qin Shao felt right at first.

It is indeed abnormal.

It’s just that everyone is exhausted and thought it was caused by high-intensity
work.

Therefore, the original one-hour work of loading the sunstone into the
transportation device has become three hours.

It’s just that everyone feels normal, after all, everyone is too tired.

Even Rex Jimson thinks so.

Richard couldn’t accept any feedback, let alone doubt it.

During these three hours, the Dragon Cavalry Forbidden Army quietly transferred
all the sun stones.

Then destroy all clues.

No one knows at all.

This is the reason why Levi is so slow to make a move.



Because they haven’t shipped the Sun Stone from the beginning.

…

“The boss’s mission is complete! The Sun Stone has also been placed!”

At this time, the Dragoons returned.

Levi nodded and took a sip of tea.

Suzaku and others were dumbfounded.

How is this going?

The task is completed? ? ?

Seeing everyone’s doubts, Levi smiled: “Yes, the mission has been completed,
and the sun stone is in our hands.”

“What? This… how is this done? We are still standing still!”

Everyone is going crazy.

“Let him explain it to you!”

Levi smiled.

Soon Suzaku knew what was going on.

No wonder Levi is so calm.

It turned out that he solved the problem from the source.

…



Soon news that the third batch of sun stones mined by the Gods’ Laboratory was
robbed again spread all over the world!

The world was shocked again!

Three full times!

This time, he quietly robbed the Sun Stone.

Even Richard didn’t notice it.

It was dubbed by everyone as “the greatest shame of the Gods Laboratory”!

Morendam parties are excited!

After all, none of the Sun Stone was taken away by the Gods Lab!

“It seems that this mysterious force is trying to completely stop the Lab of the
Gods! Then we can rest assured! We even have to provide some help when
necessary!”

…

Tiance Mansion and others began to express their views.

It’s great to have someone out there.

You can’t blame Morendam.

…

The news spread and fermented all over the world.

The face of the Gods Lab was completely lost, and Richard was nailed to the
pillar of shame.



Richard wanted to die.

“Mr. Richard, the evil god of fire cloud is looking for you!”

“Hurry up, connect with him!”

Chapter 2038

A hoarse voice came from the other side: “The probability of this batch of sun
stones is 80 to 90 in Morendam, and it was not shipped out at all!”

“My people are staring at Tiance Mansion and Morendam. There is no change. It
means that the Sun Stone is in Morendam at all, and it has not been shipped out
of Morendam. You can use means to find it in Morendam.”

“Ok?”

Richard was taken aback for a moment, and then he reacted.

During this period of time, he was thinking about which part of the contract was
contracted.

However, he never thought that things were packaged in Morendam.

In his subconscious, where is the safest.

There can be no problem.

In addition to the ideas provided by the Huoyun Cthulhu last time, it is said that it
may be a kind of Bible organization.

This allowed Richard to completely focus on the major forces outside of
Morendam.

Never doubted Morendam.



Now as soon as Huo Yun Cthulhu reminded him, he immediately reacted.

This time the Sun Stone was repackaged, and it definitely happened in
Morendam.

Then the sun stone that was tuned is definitely in Morendam.

Won’t go too far.

After all, Morendam also had people like Tiance Mansion staring at him.

Once let them find out, they will also act.

However, the Huoyun Cthulhu was staring, and none of these forces had any
problems.

That means it was not shipped out at all.

“Okay, I get it. This is the first positive conversation between you and me. I have
a chance to meet!”

After Richard hung up the call.

Immediately arrange for Rex and them to act.

Use all the resources of your contacts to find Sunstone in Morendam.

At the same time, he sent some technicians with testing equipment.

He dared not send some strong men into Morendam.

After all, if you send these people, Tiance Mansion will stare at them and even
expel them.

These people have no reason.



While Richard was angry, he was fortunate to have Huoyun Cthulhu as a partner.

Always show up when he needs it.

Make up his shortcomings and become his ace support.

…

“The boss just got the information, and Richard sent someone to search for the
sun stones in Morendam! I heard from the Dragoons that the third batch of sun
stones was hidden in Morendam. I haven’t had time to ship it out!”

Suzaku looked at Levi worriedly.

Levi smiled: “Let’s find it! Let them find it!”

“Ok?”

Suzaku asked suspiciously, “Boss, what if they really found it?”

“What if they find it? Can they still be transported away? Will I let them take it
away?”

Levi asked rhetorically.

“Oh oh oh, got it!”

Suzaku understood in an instant.

It doesn’t matter where the sun stone is hidden, but as long as it is in Morendam.

So just like the sunstone that has not been mined in the six major producing
areas, even if they find it, they will not be shipped out.

It will always belong to Morendam.



This concept has to be figured out.

If you find the Sun Stone, you may not be able to transport it back, or it may be
yours.

There is a high probability, or even 100%, that it will not be shipped.

So the Lab of the Gods is doing useless work at all.

If you have time to find the sun stone, it is better to mine it.

Not to mention it may not be found.

After receiving the order, Rex and the others frantically searched for the
whereabouts of the Sun Stone in Morendam.

It took time, money, and manpower to look for it on a large scale.

But Levi didn’t take it seriously.

He is making plans for the next phase.

Richard was afraid to continue mining these days.

Has been looking for the whereabouts of the third batch of missing sunstones, as
well as looking for mysterious forces in all aspects.

It just doesn’t make much sense.

Basically, they are standing still.

Richard was frowning all day long.

Had it not been for Huoyun Cthulhu to provide some clues and directions, he
would have collapsed.



Recently, he didn’t even think about doing experiments.

It has been stagnant for a while.

“Mr. Richard, good news! Great news!”

“The third batch of lost sun stones has been found!!!”


